New Teachers/Educators/Directors/Owners

Hired on/after July 1, 2022 & ongoing

Recruitment Bonus $500

Eligibility Requirement:

- VPK/SR contract NOT required
- Valid Background Screening
- Completed/Clocked 120 hours of work
- Full Time Staff

Health and Safety Bonus $700

Eligibility Requirement:

- VPK/SR contract NOT required
- Hired on /after July 1, 2022 & ongoing
- Completion Date after July 1, 2022 (including Competency Exams)
- Must submit DCF Transcript

*Directors submit applications with participants in ELC’s system.
*All Bonuses will be paid via check and mailed directly to the participant.
*An updated W9 is needed for first application.
*Questions - email ARPFunds@elcbroward.org